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Summary:
Working over the past two years, the Prioritization and Recovery Committee for Academic Affairs developed a fact finding and
assessment process for the Academic Programs (all FTE generating programs) in the Academic Affairs Division. The process,
based on University mission and goals and input from programs, resulted in a series of recommendations designed to reallocatey g p p g , g
resources to support faculty more effectively, recognize changes in both internal and external demands, reinforce essential academic
programs and recognize programs of distinction in the academic community

The Committee found many areas that demonstrate strong teaching, advising and research activities. Throughout the University,
faculty show an interest and ability in working collaboratively across traditional disciplinary boundaries to enhance teaching and
research efforts directed at an integrated learning experience that closely reflects the changing nature of our global community. As a
result, some programs on campus are experiencing unprecedented demand by a highly qualified student population and are poised
to expand.

At the same time, past budgetary constraints have diminished the ability of the campus to attract and retain high quality faculty due to
a lack of faculty development opportunities, heavy teaching loads, insufficient facilities and lack of equipment. Attempts to increase
FTE in order to off-set budgetary shortfalls have led to the acceptance of less qualified students. Consequently, some programs are
declining while others are surviving by enrolling students requiring significant and costly remediation.

The Committee has uncovered significant interest and expertise in environmental issues existing in academic programs throughout
the University. It has also found that programs focusing on computer technology appear to be declining and lack a clear campus-
wide direction. To capitalize on existing strengths while reinvigorating struggling components of the campus, it is vital that programs
be organized to maximize faculty development, intra-disciplinary teaching, as well as student recruitment and demand. For these
reasons, the Committee recommends a reorganization of the existing College structure reducing the number of independent
academic units from eight to five. The consolidation is intended to foster greater opportunity for synergistic relationships between
disciplines, reduce curricular redundancies, support struggling programs and focus resources to address shifting demand affecting a
recovery from previous shortfalls.

The Committee recommends reinvesting the financial savings realized from this effort be reinvested into faculty development, work
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Prioritization and Recovery Committee
The Prioritization and Recovery Committee, as charged by the President and Academic Senate, has worked over the past two years
in developing a fact finding and assessment process for the Academic Programs (all FTE generating programs) in the Academic
Affairs Division. The process based on University mission and goals and input from programs resulted in a series ofp y g p p g
recommendations designed to reallocate resources to support faculty more effectively, recognize changes in both internal and
external demands, reinforce essential academic programs and recognize programs of distinction in the academic community. The
first phase of the report, contained within this document, describes organizational recommendations. The Committee recommends
the organizational restructuring occur to support effective programmatic changes. The second phase of the report, in a subsequent
document, will provide detailed assessments and specific recommendations for individual programs.

Strengths:
The Committee found numerous polytechnic programs supported by a strong liberal arts foundation. These programs attract high
quality undergraduate and graduate students from across the state, the nation and the globe. The campus has a talented and
committed faculty who are fulfilling the University mission of providing outstanding teaching, research, creative work, and outreach
through community service and by fostering an academic community of “life long learners”. The student and much of the faculty
population represent a wide diversity of ethnic origins and academic interests In many cases faculty and students are activelypopulation represent a wide diversity of ethnic origins and academic interests. In many cases, faculty and students are actively
engaged in cross-disciplinary teaching and research.

Weaknesses:
Nearly all programs noted considerable concern for their capacity to attract, develop and retain new faculty. Competition with
industry and other institutions for highly qualified professionals has led to a significant decline in the institution’s ability to continue
providing the level of educational quality that it has in the past. A lack of currency in technology and equipment is undoubtedly
contributing to the University’s declining ability to bring the best teachers and students to the campus. Heavy teaching loads and
advising commitments make research and other creative activities difficult. In order to survive, many programs are attracting less
qualified incoming students, leading to the expenditure of significant resources in remediation for basic Math and English skills. As a
result, other high demand programs are unable to admit highly qualified applicants due to a lack of physical space and/or teaching
resources.
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Differences that exist in faculty-to-major ratios impede the permanent faculty’s ability to advise students effectively. Some programs
operate with fewer than 10 students per faculty member while others approach 200 students per faculty member. Shifts in economic
and technological forces have led some programs to become very small in recent years while others have never shown strong
enrollment despite existing for 30 years. Boutique programs, with very few students and fewer applicants, developed by specific
f lt t f lfill ti l i t t ti t i t h i th i ith d f lt t i th di tifaculty to fulfill a particular interest, continue to exist when, in some cases, there is neither need nor faculty to energize the direction
of the program. Some programs are struggling to compete with better established programs at nearby or other CSU campuses
serving the same student population.

Existing colleges are significantly imbalanced in student population, faculty resources and available space. Inefficiencies exist in both
administration and teaching. Curriculum redundancies appear in various locations where programs teach support courses to their
own students duplicating similar course offerings in other programsown students, duplicating similar course offerings in other programs.

A shortage of space in three areas is widely noted across the university: faculty and staff offices, large lecture spaces and
technologically flexible seminar rooms. Sharing of space and the reallocation of space across college and departmental boundaries
is difficult, if not impossible. A lack of state support for infrastructure compounds the need for programs to both expand when
possible, and protect or hide under-utilized resources for fear of losing them.

Opportunities:
The opportunities to be gained through reorganization are manifold. First and foremost, the Committee considered the need to
support essential programs and provide struggling programs with the ability to attract new students and faculty through redirection of
mission, synergistic relationships with thriving programs and the potential for shared recruiting efforts currently not available. In some
cases, these opportunities may be actualized only by crossing existing college and disciplinary boundaries. However, with the

f fcurrent organization, the ability of college leadership to respond quickly to changing demographics and program demands is often
hampered by territoriality at the department and college levels.
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The Committee identified three areas where opportunities can invigorate the curriculum; environmental sustainability, computer
technology and enrollment management.

(1) The Committee identified a number of environmentally related programs and recommends that the University Mission include the
t ti f th i t ti l i it ll di i li Th h d d l t f i l ff i dprotection of the environment as an essential priority across all disciplines. The enhanced development of curricular offerings and

applied research tied to the central idea of environmental sustainability must be a priority. The clustering of numerous programs from
the existing colleges of Science, Environmental Design and Agriculture is designed to provide the opportunity for a range of existing
programs to work collaboratively.

(2) The committee recommends that a campus-wide discussion be initiated to define the future direction and mission of the computer
programs on campus The University should explore the possibility of combining computer programs where curriculum and the needprograms on campus. The University should explore the possibility of combining computer programs where curriculum and the need
for expanded resources overlap in programs such as Computer Science and Computer Engineering. A clear definition of direction for
each program could foster a unified recruiting effort for new students and faculty focusing available intellectual capital to address
emerging changes in the technological world including the possibility of an expressed interest in animation, entertainment and
computer game development.

After reviewing the compiled information the Committee has recognized that with the exception of the Computer EngineeringAfter reviewing the compiled information, the Committee has recognized that, with the exception of the Computer Engineering
program, all of the major academic computer programs in Business, Science and Engineering appear to be experiencing declining
enrollments and applications. Programs related to computer design, software design, graphics, information technology or
instructional technology exist across the campus with many common curricular needs or applications, but with minimal sharing of
resources. Most computer related programs are asking for additional resources without any consideration for campus-wide synergy
or collaboration. In addition, the University does not present a coordinated message regarding educational opportunities in computer
related careers to prospective students and feeder schools These programs could clearly benefit from collaboration In addition torelated careers to prospective students and feeder schools. These programs could clearly benefit from collaboration. In addition to
the core computer focused programs, there are other major users of computer graphics with opportunities for research and
applications, including programs in graphic design, marketing, supply chain management (web design), educational media,
communications, apparel merchandising, GIS, architecture, landscape architecture, and engineering. To enhance opportunities for
faculty and program collaboration, some consolidation or relocation of resources would help both struggling and growing programs.

(3) Consolidating programs and instructional resources to produce programs that attract higher quality students and facilitate(3) Consolidating programs and instructional resources to produce programs that attract higher quality students and facilitate
graduation will inherently improve enrollment management and free up resources for better use at the discretionary level. The large
college model allows these programmatic changes to occur more efficiently.
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University Structure:
The committee firmly believes that the reorganization of Academic Affairs is essential to the future success of the university. Without
the ability to address major initiatives and eliminate redundancies the university will progress down a path of mediocrity, inefficiency,
and missed opportunities. Also, without the proposed restructuring the recommendations regarding individual programs make little or
no sense for long term success of the campus.

The Committee looked at a variety of alternative organizational structures for the campus. Recommendations for reorganization
have taken into account the existing physical locations of various programs and have sought to suggest shifts and associations that
do not require significant physical relocation whenever possible. The following recommendations for reorganization of the University’s
academic structure are based on analysis and discussion of the information provided by the University Administration and by
narratives prepared by each program. The Committee recognizes that a significant amount of refinement will be necessary at the
college and program levels to ensure effectiveness. The recommended structure capitalizes on the previously described
opportunities.

Colleges, Divisions and Schools:
The Committee recommends that the existing structure of academic colleges be modified by reducing the number of
distinct academic units from eight to four Colleges. This recommendation is based on three specific observations:

(1) Recognition that the landscape of higher education has changed and the rate of change is increasing. These
changes are due principally to shifts in demographics, student readiness, concern for the environment and global
culture significant advancements in the application of technology. The Committee made recommendations for the
reallocation of programs from their existing academic home to new organizational structures intending to promote
synergistic relationships and a more vital intellectual climate for both students and faculty. This allows for the sharing of
economic and physical resources, reductions in curricular redundancies and revitalization of essential programs.

(2) The byproduct of a reduction in the number of Colleges is economic savings through the consolidation of
administrative overhead.

(3) The recommended organizational structure recognizes the existing physical location of each program and is critical
to maximizing potential academic relationships.
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The Committee recommends that each newly formed College consider an internal organization of divisions that group
programs or departments in families to further the opportunity for intra-disciplinary and cross-disciplinary relationships.
In many cases this grouping already exists within a series of disciplinary options in the curriculum.

Th h l d d S h l f A hit t d S h l f Ed ti d th C lli S h l fThree schools are recommended: a new School of Architecture and a School of Education and the Collins School of
Hotel and Restaurant Management. The schools are created to support and promote programs of distinction,
extraordinary demand, uniqueness and/ or University mission priority.

Investment In The Future:
In addition to the possible synergistic relationships and curricular opportunities it is anticipated that the reduction in the number of
Colleges could save a projected $800,000 annually including savings on college staff, Dean’s salaries. This figure takes into
consideration that not all of the existing staff or administrative costs of the existing structure will be realized as savings. The
Committee recommends that funds be reinvested in providing much needed funding for faculty development, work load reduction,
equity, recruitment, and retention. The Committee also recommends that additional funds be identified specifically to expand this
critically needed pool of resources.
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Engineering Division
Manufacturing Engineering
Mechanical Engineering/ Mechanical Grad.
Industrial Engineering
Civil Engineering

Natural Science Division
Biology
Biological Sciences Grad. 
Biotechnology
Chemistry/ Chemistry Grad. 

Management and Operations Division
Accounting Opt
Management & Human Resources Opt
Operations Management Opt
International Business Opt
Fi R l E t t L O t

Fine and Performing Arts Division
Music
Dance
Theatre
Fine Art

College of BusinessCollege of Engineering College of Ag. Nat. & ENV. Sciences College of Let. Arts & Soc. Sciences

Collins School
Hotel & Restaurant Management
Collins School
Hotel & Restaurant Management

Structural Engineering Graduate
Electrical Engineering/Electrical Grad.
Chemical Engineering
Aerospace Engineering
Engineering Technology
Construction Engineering Technology

Digital Technology Division

Physics
Microbiology
Mathematics/Mathematics Grad. 
Kinesiology/ Kinesiology Grad.

Digital Technology Division

Fin, Real Estate, Law Opt
Economics
Economics Graduate
Business Admin MBA Graduate

Digital Technology Division
C t I f S t O t

Humanities Division
English/ English Grad
Spanish
French
Philosophy
IGE

Digital Technology Division
Computer Engineering
Electron & Comp Engineering Technology

Management Division
Engineering Management Graduate
(Construction Engineering Technology)

Computer Science/ Computer Science Grad.

Agricultural Science Division
Animal Science
Animal Health Science
Zoology
Foods & Nutrition
Food Science & Technology

Computer Info Systems Opt
Info Systems Auditing Opt

Marketing/Communications Division
Marketing Management Opt
Apparel Merchandising & Management
Graphic Design
Public Relations
e-Business Opt

g gy
Center for G.I.S. Research

Social Science Division
Social Sciences
Psychology/ Psychology Grad.
Behavioral Science
Political Science
History/ History Grad.

Computer Technology Interface

Agricultural Science
Food Marketing & Agri-business 
Management
Agriculture Graduate

Environmental Science Division
Landscape Architecture/Landscape Grad.
Botany 
Horticulture

y y
Master of Public Admin
Sociology
Anthropology
Geography
Communication
Gender, Ethnic, Multicultural Studies

Urban & Regional Planning/ Planning Grad.
Regenerative Studies Graduate
Regenerative Studies Minor
Environmental Biology
Integrated Earth Studies
Geology

School of Education
Education Graduate
Education Credential

School of Education
Education Graduate
Education Credential

School of Architecture
Architecture /Architecture Grad 
Art (History)

School of Architecture
Architecture /Architecture Grad 
Art (History)
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College of Engineering:

Description

College of Engineering:

Opportunities:
The committee recommends that the College of Engineering continue with existing programs and incorporate several programs from
other colleges where interdisciplinary opportunities and synergies exist. The core engineering disciplines are grouped in the
Engineering Division. The Management Division recognizes the small but potential overlaps within several programs as well as

College of Engineering

Engineering Division
Manufacturing Engineering
Mechanical Engineering/ Mechanical Grad.
Industrial Engineering
Civil Engineering g g g g p p p g

across college boundaries with the College of Business. Computer related programs are shown as a division recognizing the need for
a campus-wide strategy for computer related programs.

Recognizing that different accrediting bodies are involved, the Committee recommends that the Architecture program join the College
of Engineering to accomplish the following:

Structural Engineering Graduate
Electrical Engineering/Electrical Grad.
Chemical Engineering
Aerospace Engineering
Engineering Technology
Construction Engineering Technology

Digital Technology Division
(1) Take advantage of commonalities related to facilities design, use of technology, and integrated design among Architecture, Civil
Engineering, Industrial Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and Construction Engineering Technology.

(2) Explore opportunities for joint activities and research in facilities design, sustainable building technologies, safety, global trends,
and environmental systems.

Computer Engineering
Electron & Comp Engineering Technology

Management Division
Engineering Management Graduate
(Construction Engineering Technology)

(3) Allow Engineering and Engineering Technology programs to capitalize on the very large demand by highly qualified applicants for
the Architecture program. Each year nearly 2000 potential students attracted to Architecture are turned away. Architecture applicants
could potentially pursue alternative tracks in Architectural Engineering or Architectural Construction Engineering/Management in
order to satisfy workforce demand for highly skilled professionals.

School of Architecture:
The Committee recommends the Architecture program become a school within the College of Engineering.
Administrative and development staff from the College of Engineering would be allocated to serve the Architecture
School. The role and responsibility of the leadership of the school should be developed by the Dean in consultation
with the Provost and the faculty of the related programs. Subsequently the Architecture program should proceed with
an internal appointment or search to fill the position of Director of the School. Curriculum should maximize faculty
strengths and eliminate curricular redundancies. The new school includes the existing Art History faculty maintaining

School of Architecture
Architecture /Architecture Grad 
Art (History)

School of Architecture
Architecture /Architecture Grad 
Art (History)

the Art History program while providing the opportunity for a new Art and Architecture History option within Architecture.
Architecture continues existing teaching and research relationships/partnerships with Landscape Architecture, Urban
and Regional Planning and Regenerative Studies.
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College of Agricultural, Natural and Environmental Science:

Description

College of Agricultural, Natural and Environmental Science:

Opportunities:
The Committee recommends that significant changes be made in the College of Science by incorporating the existing Colleges of
Agriculture and Environmental Design into a new College that includes divisions of Agricultural, Natural and Environmental Sciences.
Many programs in Agriculture are struggling to attract students yet are a valuable part of the campus legacy. Opportunities for

Natural Science Division
Biology
Biological Sciences Grad. 
Biotechnology
Chemistry/ Chemistry Grad. 

College of Ag. Nat. & ENV. Sciences

y p g g gg g y p p g y pp
relationships exist among programs in Biology, Chemistry, Biotechnology, Zoology, Animal Science and Animal Health Science. The
Biology and Agricultural Science/Biology programs may share similar interests and an amalgamation may serve to preserve and
strengthen the legacy programs.

The incorporation of the College of Environmental Design into the College of Science provides additional opportunities to advance
the University's efforts to understand and protect the environment. Programs in Landscape Architecture, Regenerative Studies and

Physics
Microbiology
Mathematics/Mathematics Grad. 
Kinesiology/ Kinesiology Grad.

Digital Technology Division
Urban and Regional Planning share the development and preservation of natural and manmade environments as their primary
mission. Existing programs in Science and Agriculture including Botany, Horticulture, Environmental Biology, Earth Studies and
Geology are relevant to this mission and contribute to the larger environmental mission through associations with design based
disciplines. Understanding the environment, including issues such as global warming and sustainability will undoubtedly attract
students to this area of study in the near future. The University has the opportunity to be a leader in this area of integrated education
and the application of knowledge through design practices.

Computer Science/ Computer Science Grad.

Agricultural Science Division
Animal Science
Animal Health Science
Zoology
Foods & Nutrition
Food Science & Technology

Moving the undergraduate and graduate Exercise Science programs in Kinesiology and Health Promotion to the College of
Agriculture, Natural, and Environmental Sciences reflects the science-based nature of the discipline. The pedagogy option in
kinesiology, aimed at credentialing physical education teachers, is best located in the School of Education. The health promotion
option is best assimilated by the Psychology and Sociology Department.

Agricultural Science
Food Marketing & Agri-business 
Management
Agriculture Graduate

Environmental Science Division
Landscape Architecture/Landscape Grad.
Botany 
Horticulture

Eliminations:
Analysis by the Committee indicates that the continued high level of funding for remediation is usurping resources that could be used
to support essential, growing, high quality programs. There is currently no strategic campus initiative in place to systematically reduce
remediation and shift funds to other university priorities. Remediation is a multi-faceted problem. The Committee recognizes that
remediation programs exist partially due to a lack of control in administering enrollment management practices in admissions and
unbounded growth to meet FTE targets. The committee recommends that the University take this aspect of enrollment management

Urban & Regional Planning/ Planning Grad.
Regenerative Studies Graduate
Regenerative Studies Minor
Environmental Biology
Integrated Earth Studies
Geology

g g y p g
seriously across the campus and understand that growth for the sake of growth is not adding value to the quality of the institution.
Steps need be taken to significantly reduce or eliminate the need for the remediation program in Math. The Committee recommends
that the university develop a plan that reduces math remediation by 20% per year for five years. This would be accomplished by a
combination of strategies such as dual enrollment, enrollment management, attracting better students, increasing capacity in high
quality programs, and other tactics.
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College of Letters Arts and Social Sciences

Description

College of Letters Arts and Social Sciences

Opportunities:
The Committee recommends that the College of Letter, Arts and Social Sciences include the Fine and Performing Arts, Humanities,
and Social Sciences Divisions. The IGE, Gender, Ethnic, and Multicultural Studies programs will be incorporated into CLASS. The
Committee recommends that the existing Liberal Studies program be reconfigured as a junior and senior level pre-credential

Fine and Performing Arts Division
Music
Dance
Theatre
Fine Art

College of Let. Arts & Soc. Sciences

g p g g j p
program. At the freshman and sophomore levels these students will take disciplinary based courses and have the opportunity for
early field experience. As previously mentioned, the Committee recommends that the Graphic Design program move to the College
of Business and that faculty members in Art History be housed in the newly formed School of Architecture. The Fine Arts program
will be part of the Fine and Performing Arts Division of CLASS.

Eliminations:

Humanities Division
English/ English Grad
Spanish
French
Philosophy
IGE

Digital Technology Division Eliminations:
Analysis by the Committee indicates that the continued high level of funding for remediation is usurping resources that could be
used to support essential, growing, high quality programs. There is currently no strategic campus initiative in place to systematically
reduce remediation and shift funds to other university priorities. Remediation is a multi-faceted problem. The Committee recognizes
that remediation programs exist partially due to a lack of control in administering enrollment management practices in admissions
and unbounded growth to meet FTE targets. The committee recommends that the University take this aspect of enrollment

t i l th d d t d th t th f th k f th i t ddi l t th lit f th

Center for G.I.S. Research

Social Science Division
Social Sciences
Psychology/ Psychology Grad.
Behavioral Science
Political Science
History/ History Grad.

management seriously across the campus and understand that growth for the sake of growth is not adding value to the quality of the
institution. Steps need be taken to significantly reduce or eliminate the need for the remediation program in Math. The Committee
recommends that the university develop a plan that reduces math remediation by 20% per year for five years. This would be
accomplished by a combination of strategies such as dual enrollment, enrollment management, attracting better students,
increasing capacity in high quality programs, and other tactics.

Master of Public Admin
Sociology
Anthropology
Geography
Communication
Gender, Ethnic, Multicultural Studies

School of Education:
The committee recommends that the Credential, Education Specialist, Education Administration, and Graduate
programs be established as a School of Education. The role and responsibility of the leadership of the school should
be developed by the Dean in consultation with the Provost and the faculty of the related programs. Subsequently the
school should proceed with an internal appointment or a search to fill the position of Director of the School. The
College of Letters Arts and Social Sciences administrative and development staff would be allocated to serve the

School of Education
Education Graduate
Education Credential

School of Education
Education Graduate
Education Credential

College of Letters, Arts and Social Sciences administrative and development staff would be allocated to serve the
School of Education as an entity attached to CLASS. Curriculum should maximize faculty strengths and eliminate
curricular redundancies.
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College of Business:

Description

College of Business:

Opportunities:
The Committee recommends that, while remaining largely unchanged, the College of Business should incorporate several programs.
The development of a Management and Operations Division would cluster potentially related programs complemented by the
inclusion of the Economics program moving from CLASS. A division of Marketing/Communications would include: Graphic Design

Management and Operations Division
Accounting Opt
Management & Human Resources Opt
Operations Management Opt
International Business Opt
Fi R l E t t L O t

College of Business

p g g g p g
from ENV, Apparel Merchandising & Management from Agriculture and the Public Relations portion of the Communications Program
from CLASS. These would enhance the existing Marketing and e-Business Options. The objective of the above reorganization is to
capitalize on the application of computer technologies, including the use of the Internet, to develop and promote graphic
communications as well as business and sales strategies integrated across the division.

Fin, Real Estate, Law Opt
Economics
Economics Graduate
Business Admin MBA Graduate

Digital Technology Division
C t I f S t O tComputer Info Systems Opt
Info Systems Auditing Opt

Marketing/Communications Division
Marketing Management Opt
Apparel Merchandising & Management
Graphic Design
Public Relations
e-Business Opt
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Collins School of Hotel and Restaurant Management:

Description

Collins School of Hotel and Restaurant Management:

Opportunities:
The Committee recommends that the Collins School continue as a defined unit. The Committee understands that the conditions for
endowment of the school specify that the school remain an independent entity. Nevertheless, the Committee suggests that the
Collins school foster stronger ties with the College of Business. Curricular overlap is an issue that is present and the long term

Collins School
Hotel & Restaurant Management
Collins School
Hotel & Restaurant Management

g g p p g
mission of the institution is to be more, rather than less integrated. The Committee suggests that the current Interim Dean of the
school investigate the potential for the sharing of curriculum and teaching resources between the College of Business and the Collins
School. The Hotel and Restaurant Management program should proceed with an internal appointment or search to fill the position of
Dean of the School.
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